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Printed in the United Kingdom at the University Press, Cambridge Special thanks to the participants in the doctoral seminars in musicology at Göteborg University.
Malcolm Bilson has been a friend and critical observer of my playing and writing, and of my skills at presenting papers in public. Through his help I have been able to publish parts of my work, for all of which I am very grateful.
Of the many scholars, musicians, organologists and instrument makers who have helped me with valuable suggestions or in practical matters, patiently answering my many questions and listening to my musings, I especially want to mention Stephen Birkett, Christopher Clarke, Mats d
Thanks to the Göteborg Organ Art Center community for inviting me to present and discuss parts of my research at their conferences. Thanks to Cornell University for providing a scholarship for attending the performance practical program in the fall term of 1999, and to the Swedish Royal Academy of Music for a scholarship to cover my expenses during that time.
Many friends and acquaintances have supported my project, helped me to find historical sources and given helpful feedback. Among these are Matthew Bengtson, Hans Davidsson, Geoffrey Govier, Darryl Martin, Ibo Ortgies, Ludger Rémy, Peter Schleuning, Freek Sluijs, and Joel Speerstra. David Pickett spent days copying important material for me that is out of print and I am especially grateful for his help.
Special thanks, finally, to the members of my family. First and foremost for the patience and tolerance of my children, to whom Beethoven is perhaps less important than to me, but who nevertheless were patient and understanding with my project even in difficult times. I especially want to thank my parents, Susanne and Martin Skowroneck both for their support and for their professional advice.
